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Abstract—The global energy demand for digital activities is constantly growing. Computing nodes and cloud services are at the heart of these activities. Understanding their energy consumption is an important step towards reducing it. On one hand, physical power meters are very accurate in measuring energy but they are expensive, difficult to deploy on a large scale, and are not able to provide measurements at the service level. On the other hand, power models and vendor-specific internal interfaces are already available or can be implemented on existing systems. Plenty of tools, called software-based power meters, have been developed around the concepts of power models and internal interfaces, in order to report the power consumption at levels ranging from the whole computing node to applications and services. However, we have found that it can be difficult to choose the right tool for a specific need. In this work, we qualitatively and experimentally compare several software-based power meters able to deal with CPU or GPU-based infrastructures. For this purpose, we evaluate them against high-precision physical power meters while executing various intensive workloads. We extend this empirical study to highlight the strengths and limitations of each software-based power meter.

Index Terms—Energy measurement, Power measurement, Software evaluation, Experimental comparison

I. INTRODUCTION

The usage of information and communication technologies (ICT) continues to drastically grow due to the democratization of artificial intelligence (AI), web services, Cloud storage, and other applications like online entertainment and cryptocurrencies. In 2021, the Shift Project [1] pointed out that the part of digital activities in the global energy demand was already 6% in 2019 and had been increasing by 6.2% per year from 2015 to 2019. The part of digital activities in the global greenhouse gas emissions was 3.5% in 2019, which was more than civil aviation.

As the global available energy is limited and the demand for ICT technologies is in constant growth, the energy efficiency of data centers and cloud services is a growing concern. In such a perspective, developers, users, and data center managers need to better understand the impacts of their activities and be aware of their environmental footprint. Whether it is a data scientist trying to understand the energy consumption of her/his GPU while performing AI model training, a data center manager wanting to perceive the consumption of CPU and RAM-intensive cloud workloads, or a user wishing to understand the power consumption of her/his laptop, energy and power measurement needs are numerous. The most mature and less intrusive way to estimate the power consumption of a computing node is through the use of physical power meters. But they require the deployment of an additional measuring infrastructure. In addition, data must be collected and made available using specific software often imposed by the power meter supplier. Finally, a physical power meter only measures the overall consumption of the computing node. It does not detail the consumption of the various components or services launched on this computing node.

On the other hand, numerous power models and internal interfaces have been developed in order to provide consumption metrics at multiple levels. They are able to provide energy consumption data with granularities ranging from the overall consumption of the computing node to the consumption of a single operating system process. Moreover, these technologies are already available or can be implemented on already existing systems, not requiring any additional financial investment or specific hardware setup.

Nevertheless, implementing power models and using these internal interfaces directly to retrieve power consumption metrics requires detailed knowledge of the underlying hardware being used. A multitude of tools has been developed in order to facilitate this task. In this paper, we call these tools software-based power meters and divide them into three categories: energy calculators, energy measurement software, and power profiling software. Energy calculators estimate energy consumption using thermal design power (TDP)-based modeling. Energy measurement and power profiling software can report respectively the energy and power consumption of the CPU (Central processing unit), DRAM (Dynamic random-access memory), and/or GPU (Graphics processing unit) as retrieved from the internal interfaces. Some of them additionally implement power models in order to give an estimation of the consumption at the level of a process, a container, or a virtual machine.

However, each tool is not equal in terms of the available feature set, the supported sampling rates, or the quality of the estimation. We have found that it can be difficult to choose
the right tool for a specific need.

The purpose of this paper is to explore and compare a selection of software-based power meters. We study them from various angles such as hardware compatibility, underlying technologies used, estimation models used, intrusiveness, quality of estimation, quality of documentation, their strengths, and their limitations. In order to evaluate some characteristics such as the quality of the estimation and the intrusiveness, we executed a set of benchmarks on a computing node equipped with high-precision external power meters.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section II provides background information on methods to measure the energy consumption of computing nodes, as well as introduces the internal interfaces and power models used by the studied tools. Section III presents the existing tools and which ones have been selected for this study. It also includes a qualitative comparison of this selection. Section IV describes the methodology we followed to experimentally evaluate the software-based power meters. Finally, in Section V we analyze the obtained results and make a quantitative analysis of the studied tools before concluding in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

This section begins with an overview of existing methods for measuring the energy consumption of computer nodes at different granularities, followed by a summary of related works.

A. Methods to measure the energy consumption

1) External Devices: External devices, commonly known as power meters, are equipment that is not embedded in computing nodes. They are generally positioned between the wall socket and the power supply unit of a computing node. These devices include external power meters and Power Distribution Units (PDUs) with measuring capabilities. Nowadays, a large number of external power meters are available on the market, such as OmegaWatt, Raritan intelligent power distribution units, and Eaton power meters. These devices measure the consumption of the entire computing node and have little impact on the monitored system. However, their performance (accuracy, measurement rates) can vary depending on the device and they require an additional financial investment.

2) Intra-node devices: Intra-node devices can be defined as equipment placed inside computing nodes. These type of devices includes Baseboard Management Controllers (BMC) embedded in computing nodes, devices placed between a computing node’s power supply and main board as Power-Mon2 [2], and devices for component-level instrumentation as PowerInsight [3]. These devices can provide consumption of individual computing node components, but also need an additional financial investment and lack user-friendliness.

3) Hardware sensors and software interfaces: Computing node vendors and component manufacturers embed digital sensors, onboard measurement circuits, and interfaces that measure the power consumption of the entire system, the processor socket, the memory, and other computing node components.

a) Intel CPU RAPL: The RAPL (Running Average Power Limit) interface was introduced by Intel in 2011 [4] in the Intel Sandy Bridge architecture. The first implementation of RAPL used a software power model in order to estimate energy usage based on “a set of architectural events from each Intel architecture core, the processor graphics, and I/O” [5]. The second implementation of RAPL, introduced with the Haswell architecture, is based on fully integrated voltage regulators and enables actual power measurement, improving the accuracy of RAPL measurements [6].

RAPL reports energy consumption and is able to limit the power consumption on different levels or power domains: entire CPU socket (PKG), all CPU cores (PP0), integrated graphics (PP1), dynamic random-access memory (DRAM), and entire SoC (PSys). The availability of power domains may vary between architectures and processor models. RAPL energy consumption reports can be accessed through MSR (Model-specific registers). The values in these registers are expressed in energy units and represent the energy consumed in microjoules since the processor was started.

RAPL registers have a high update frequency and low-performance overhead [7]. Their energy counters are updated approximately every 1 ms (1000 Hz). RAPL is an always-running interface and starts to work when the processor boots. However, the RAPL interface lacks detailed low-level implementation documentation. Thus the exact methodology of the RAPL calculations remains unknown. The RAPL registers are not updated precisely every 1 ms [8], have no timestamps attached [9], and are updated in non-atomic way [7]. The RAPL registers are limited to 32 bits and can overflow. This must therefore be taken into account when reading the RAPL values directly.

In the Zen architecture (17h family), AMD introduced a version of RAPL [10] whose implementation is similar to the first software model-based Intel RAPL and can show inconsistent results [11].

b) Nvidia GPU NVML: NVIDIA provides users with an API called NVIDIA Management Library (NVML) [12]. It provides access to GPU device metrics such as current utilization, temperature, and power draw. According to the official documentation, the method nvmlDeviceGetPowerUsage() returns the current power draw within an accuracy of 5% of the GPU and its associated circuitry (e.g. memory). Retrieval of current power draw is supported by Nvidia GPUs of the Fermi generation and newer. Even if there is no information on whether the power is measured or estimated, several works mention that it is measured from onboard sensors [13].

4) Power and energy modeling: Power and energy modeling is useful when the previously discussed technologies are not available or don’t provide enough detail. In this section, we only describe methods relevant to our study, while Lin et al. [15] provides a more detailed overview of existing power models.

a) Usage-based modeling: M. Etinski, J. Corbalan, J. Labarta, and M. Valero [16] show that the computing node
power consumption is significantly impacted by running workload and CPU frequency. Therefore, the CPU utilization is correlated to the computing node’s power \cite{17}. This has led to the emergence of multiple computing node power models based on resource usage. Some models are linear and based on the assumption that power consumption increases linearly as CPU usage increases \cite{18}. But since the global computing node power consumption is not always linearly related to CPU utilization \cite{19}, other models attempt to add non-linearity in power models to reduce estimation errors \cite{17, 18, 20}.

The thermal design power (TDP) is provided by the manufacturer and represents the maximum amount of heat generated by a component under a steady workload. Even though the actual power consumption can exceed the TDP \cite{21, 22}, it can be used as a good approximation of component power consumption at maximum use. The total CPU power consumption can be estimated as the product of the TDP, the average CPU usage, and the total execution time.

b) Process-level modeling: In cloud environments, computing resources are executing multiple workloads simultaneously usually in the form of Virtual Machines (VM) and containers. This requires the ability to estimate consumption at the process level.

Usage-based process-level modeling: Because RAPL energy meters contain the overall energy consumption of a specific component (CPU, DRAM, Integrated GPU), the CPU utilization can be used to estimate the share of energy consumption of each process. Many works \cite{23–25} use CPU-utilization-based modeling in order to estimate the consumption of workloads including VMs and containers with encouraging results in terms of precision. Another study shows the limits of this approach by pointing out that the CPU utilization rate directly calculated by the kernel often lacks precision \cite{26}.

Performance event based regression modeling: Another promising way to estimate the energy consumption of a process is to use RAPL counters in combination with regression modeling based on hardware performance counter events. Some examples of hardware performance counter events are CPU clock cycles, the number of instructions retired, and cache misses. This type of modeling may be self-calibrated using RAPL metrics as ground truth \cite{27} or may require an initial calibration procedure with a physical power meter \cite{28} in order to estimate the energy consumption of a process.

B. Related works

The study \cite{29} the most related to our work proposes an experimental evaluation of a few tools on NLP models. Several surveys \cite{30, 31} reference existing models, technologies, and tools, while not making any experimental comparison. F. Almeida et al. \cite{32} focus on physical power measurement devices and power modeling approaches, which sometimes require prior training before use. Two studies \cite{33, 34} respectively published in 2012 and 2013 compare tools that are only based on energy modeling approaches. None of these works present an experimental comparison of recent tools which can be used without any type of additional physical equipment, are suitable for cloud environments, support GPU consumption metrics, and report metrics at the level of a process.

III. SOFTWARE-BASED POWER METERS

Most of the methods introduced in Section II require either specific hardware equipment or detailed knowledge of the underlying hardware being used. They can’t be used as they are and often require additional implementation. For example, integrated technologies need to be queried and processed in order to get energy metrics. Fortunately, software packages or programs were developed to simplify the process for the users.

A. Selected tools

We selected tools able to estimate energy consumption with varying levels of granularity and representative of the set of features offered by existing tools. We compare these tools in Table I. The version of each tool studied is indicated in parentheses.

1) Energy calculators: Energy calculators are software-based power meters available on the web relying on TDP usage-based modeling to compute the energy consumed by equipment.

ML CO2 impact (version of Jul 5, 2022) \cite{35} was developed for cloud-based experiments and only supports one piece of equipment at a time. Green Algorithms (version 2.2) \cite{36} has more parameters and provides the user with more metrics than the carbon footprint.

2) Energy measurement software: Energy measurement software packages return the total energy consumed by the computing node during the execution of the program. The three software packages we selected are all Python packages based on Intel RAPL and Nvidia NVML interfaces.

Carbon Tracker (version 1.1.6) \cite{37} can be integrated into a machine learning model training to predict the energy consumed by the whole training from the training of one epoch. Code Carbon (version 2.0.0) \cite{38} automatically retrieves the TDP coefficient from an internal database if Intel RAPL and Power Gadget are not available. Experiment Impact Tracker (version of June 4, 2021) \cite{39} distinguishes itself by separating the consumption of the Python script execution process from the rest of the system.

3) Power profiling software: Finally, we study tools returning the power profile of a program and that are based on the Intel RAPL and/or Nvidia NVML interfaces.

PowerAPI (version 1.0.7) \cite{40} is an open-source toolkit for building power meters. Smartwatts (version of Feb 28, 2022) is a software-based power meter implemented with PowerAPI able to estimate consumption at a process level. Smartwatts process-level estimates are based on performance events generated by each monitored process. Perf (version 5.4.203) is a command-line utility designed for Linux profiling with performance counters capable of reporting energy consumption gathered from RAPL. Scaphandre (version 0.4.1) \cite{41} is a monitoring agent able of reporting power consumption at the process level based on usage-based process-level modeling and CPU utilization metrics. Energy Scope (version of January
is an energy monitoring and application profiling software package taking into account the power consumption of Nvidia GPUs.

### B. Other available tools

- **nvidia-smi**: Likwid, PowerTOP, and powerStat are command line tools highly similar to those we selected in their functionality. powermetrics and Intel Power Gadget are supported only by MacOS or Windows operating systems. PAPI is an interface to power-related performance counters. Other tools such as PyJoules and Cumulator are Python packages highly similar to those studied in this work. Kepler is another promising software-based power meter developed to work exclusively in the Kubernetes environment, which is beyond the scope of this work.

### C. Comparison criteria

We describe the various criteria we used to qualitatively compare the selected software-based power meters in Table I.

1) **Development**: By whom and when the tool was developed.

- **Citation**: Who developed it.

- **First / latest release date**: When the tool was released for the first time and when was made the latest release (as of 6 September 2022).

2) **Environment**: What are the hardware requirements and in which environment they can be used.

- **Hardware compatibility**: Which technologies must be available at the computing node to run tools.

- **Scope**: At which granularity the solution provides consumption values. Levels: machine (CPU, GPU, DRAM(CPU)), cgroups, processes.

- **Virtualization support**: Whether the tool can be deployed and used in a virtualized environment.

- **Job management system support**: Whether the tool has built-in job management system support (OAR, SLURM).

- **Functionality**: How each tool works internally.

- **Hardware technology used**: The technology used to measure or estimate energy consumption. For example RAPL, and NVML.

- **Software power model used**: If a model is used on top of the hardware technology. For example, to estimate the energy consumed at the process level.

- **Default sampling frequency**: At which frequency the solution samples energy consumption values by default.

- **Online reporting**: If the data are available in real-time or if it is provided only at the end of the execution.

- **Power profiling**: If the solution has power profiling capabilities in form of time series or if the solution reports only total resulting energy consumption.

- **User-friendliness**: How easy it is to use and configure.

- **Configurability**: “Poor”, “Fair” or “Good” depending on the number of configurable parameters supported among the following list: acquisition frequency, result data form, used model, and result data (power, energy, or carbon emission).

### Availability of source code

Whether the source code of the tool can be found online and with what license the tool is distributed.

### Ease of use

How easy it is to install and use the solution. “Poor” if one needs an understanding of the architecture of the tool or its environment to be able to configure it and collect its results. “Fair” if the tool doesn’t need any architecture-dependent configuration but an additional mechanism is required to retrieve results. “Good” if no configuration nor additional mechanism is needed to retrieve results. “Very good” if no installation or software skill are required.

### Quality of documentation

“Poor” if the documentation is not sufficient to use and configure the tool. “Fair” if the documentation is sufficient, but an effort is needed to understand how it works. “Good” if the available documentation addresses usage questions such as parameter settings.

### Resulting data format

In which format the result data are provided. For example, as a value stored in a code variable (Code) or written into a database back-end (Prometheus, InfluxDB, MongoDB, Riemann, Warp10), sent via a socket connection (Socket), a text file (JSON, CSV, Latex), available on a web page (Web) or just printed in the standard output (Stdout).

### Data visualization possibilities

Dashboards (Grafana, Comet, custom) or online web resources.

### IV. METHODOLOGY

After qualitatively comparing the software-based power meters, we conducted a group of experiments to verify how the selected tools work and evaluate the quality of their outputs.

### A. Environment

1) **Infrastructure**: We executed all experiments on a machine from the Gemini cluster of large-scale test beds for experimental research called Grid’5000. This cluster was selected because it contains nodes with multiple recent GPUs supporting power metric retrieval with Nvidia NVML, two CPUs with the second implementation of Intel RAPL, and high-performance external power meters.

The nodes in this cluster have the following specifications:

- **System model**: Nvidia DGX-1
- **CPU**: 2 x Intel Xeon E5-2698 v4 (Broadwell, 2.20GHz, 20 cores/CPU)
- **Memory**: 512 GiB
- **GPU**: 8 x Nvidia Tesla V100-SXM2-32GB (32 GiB)

a) **External power meter**: The power consumption of each node in the Gemini cluster is individually monitored by an Omegawatt power meter. This power meter has a maximum sampling frequency of 50 Hz and a precision of 0.1 W. We used them with a sampling frequency of 1 Hz.

b) **BMC**: In the Gemini cluster, each node has a BMC that reports the power consumption of the entire host system with a sampling frequency of 0.2 Hz.
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2) Operating system and configuration: For all experiments, we used the minimal variant of Ubuntu 20.04 available on the Grid’5000 testbed. In order to increase consumption stability and the consistency of our results, we have disabled Hyper-Threading and Turbo-Boost technologies and set the CPU frequency to the maximum supported. We also installed an Nvidia GPU driver when relevant, with default power management configuration.

B. Selected benchmarks

In order to evaluate software-based power meters, we executed benchmarks representative of typical workloads, well known by the community, and implemented for both CPU and GPU. For this purpose, we chose the NAS parallel benchmarks in their classic implementation and implemented for GPU in CUDA.

We selected three NAS benchmark kernels in order to simulate an intensive use of different computing node components. The first kernel is the EP (Embarrassingly parallel) kernel that generates pairs of Gaussian random deviates thus making intensive use of the CPU (and respectively GPU). The second kernel is the MG (Multi-Grid) kernel. This kernel performs a V-cycle multigrid algorithm and tests both short and long-distance data communication, thus is memory intensive. The third kernel is the LU (Lower-Upper Gauss-Seidel solver) kernel. This kernel is a pseudo-application that performs a synthetic computational fluid dynamics (CFD) calculation. LU is less CPU intensive than EP but also uses memory.

In the process level estimation study, we also used the IS (Integer Sort) kernel, which is similar to MG but performs memory operations differently.

Every parallel NAS benchmark has a class that can be thought of as a problem size. For instance, for the MG benchmark, classes from A to E will have increasing grid size, iteration number, and therefore execution time. The class for each benchmark kernel was chosen empirically for our experiments in order to have suitable execution times. Therefore, the classes of the chosen CPU and GPU benchmarks differ.

C. Experiment methodology

We evaluated the consumption results given by the software power meters listed in Section II while executing the NAS benchmark kernels presented in Section IV. We selected a one-minute interval between each benchmark execution to let the computing node component cool down after each benchmark run and prevent the power consumption of subsequent executions from being impacted.

1) Tools configuration: Most of the software-based power meters studied in this work were used with the default configuration. However, some of them have multiple configuration possibilities or the default values are not suitable for our experiments. We used PowerAPI with Hwpc-sensor as a sensor, Smartwatts as a formula, and MongoDB as a database. The Hwpc-sensor and Smartwatts formula was configured with a sampling frequency of 1 Hz. We also enabled the DRAM formula in Smartwatts and configured the Hwpc-sensor to collect and send DRAM RAPL events to the database. Scaphandre was used with the Prometheus exporter, which exposes power metrics on an HTTP endpoint. The default power data fetch interval of 10 seconds is insufficient in the context of our study, so we configured Prometheus to retrieve power data every five seconds (0.2 Hz). Perf was used with a sampling frequency of 10 Hz and with a CSV file as the data output. Experiment Impact Tracker and Carbon Tracker multiply the computed energy by a Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) ratio by default. It was systematically removed.

2) Benchmarks execution: For the CPU benchmarks, the NAS benchmarks were launched on all cores of both CPUs by keeping the default thread number configuration. Each GPU NAS benchmark instance can be launched on only one GPU at a time. We ran a separate NAS benchmark instance on each GPU.

3) Reproducibility: In order to make the results more reliable, all the experiments were carried out ten times. We have automated the execution of all the experiments as well as the processing of their results. The source code and the experiment results are available and are described in Appendix A.

To be transparent about the impact of this work, we calculated the total energy consumed during all experiments and tests using the Omegawatt external power meter. We obtained a total consumption of nearly 480 kWh.

V. RESULTS

A. Total computing node consumption

1) Power profile: Energy Scope, PowerAPI, Scaphandre and Perf are the only tools providing us with power profiles. Fig. 1a displays the CPU benchmark profiles as given by the external power meter, the BMC, Energy Scope, PowerAPI, Scaphandre and Perf while Fig. 1b shows the GPU benchmark profiles as reported by the external power meter, the BMC and Energy Scope. To simplify our graphs, only the minimum, maximum, and median of the ten power values obtained for each timestamp are represented.

In both figures, we can see that the evolution of the Energy Scope, PowerAPI, Scaphandre and Perf power profiles are visually similar to the evolution of the external power meter and BMC profiles, despite a non-negligible offset between the three instruments. This offset depends on which component of the computing node is included in the reports of each tool. The external power meter is installed between the computing node and the wall socket. Thus, it reports the overall consumption of the computing node with all its components. The BMC is installed internally after the power supply unit (PSU) unit and the reporting scope differs according to its implementation. The values given by BMC are therefore predictably lower. The software-based power meters studied in this section are based on Intel RAPL and Nvidia NVML, which only include the consumption of the CPU, DRAM, or/and GPU components. The consumption of other components, such as fans, storage, and network interfaces, is not included. CPU benchmarks are carried out on computing nodes containing several idle
GPUs whose consumptions are not included in the software-based power meter profiles. As a result, the offset with the external power meter values is much larger than for the GPU benchmarks.

Both figures show that the evolutions of the benchmarks are well captured by each tool. However, each tool captures them differently. Tools with a higher acquisition frequency like Perf, Energy Scope, PowerAPI, and external power meter better capture consumption changes when running the benchmark, resulting in a more precise power profile. While tools with low acquisition frequency like Scaphandre and the BMC are not able to capture all consumption details and will therefore give a less accurate power profile.

In Fig. 1b we notice that the power reported by the external power meter does not go down instantly at the end of the computation phase, notably for the EP and LU benchmarks. The power takes some time to return to idle values. This additional consumption could be due to the fans running at high speed in order to cool the components after the execution of the benchmark. Since the power profile given by software-based power meters excludes fan consumption, this phenomenon is not observed by Energy Scope.

2) Correlation and offset with external power meter: We previously observed that the software-based power profiles are similar and are visually strongly correlated with the external power meter and the BMC profiles. We will study this correlation in more depth in this section.

The tools do not have exactly the same timestamps and sampling frequencies. To do a point-by-point correlation study between power profiles, we had to fit the higher frequencies data points to the lower ones by averaging. To compute the correlation, we used the library Pandas [51] and the default Pearson correlation.

The Pearson correlation coefficient between each tool and the external power meter is around 0.95 for all benchmarks, which is a highly strong correlation. Furthermore, the more stable the execution, the higher the correlation. On the CPU benchmarks, the correlation seems to be impacted by the sampling frequency in most cases. The higher the sampling rate, the stronger the correlation. Energy Scope has a sampling frequency of 2 Hz and has the highest correlation (0.972), especially for benchmarks with a more volatile evolution. Scaphandre and PowerAPI have sampling frequencies of 0.5 Hz and 1 Hz, respectively, resulting in correlations of 0.947 and 0.956. On the other hand, Perf with a sampling frequency of 10 Hz exhibits a slightly lower correlation of 0.93 which is probably due to more aggressive averaging.

It can be noticed in Fig. 1 that the offset between the software-based power meters and the external power meter is not constant. To verify this assumption, we computed the regression using the linear regression method of scikit-learn [52]. We have found that the regression slope was respectively 1.17 and 1.18 on the CPU and GPU benchmarks, with the external power meter values being the response variable. We suppose that this offset increase is related to the components whose consumption is not included by the tools, such as the power supply unit and the fans. We believe it can be generalized that the relation between the power reported by the external power meter and the software-based power meters is not constant. Thus, estimating the total power consumption from the power reported by the tools can’t be done by only adding a constant offset. Furthermore, this relation cannot be generalized and must be studied for each compute node architecture or even for each individual compute node.

3) Total energy consumption: After studying the power profiles, we looked into the total energy consumed during the execution of the benchmarks. For the external power meter, the BMC and the software-based power meters only supporting the power profile as an output, the total energies are calculated by integrating the power time series.

Fig. 2a and 2b show the total energy in joule spent per benchmark as provided by the tools, the external power meter, and the BMC. The error lines on top of the bars indicate the standard deviation of the energy.

The external power meters report higher energy than the tools and the higher variability of the values provided by BMC leads to a greater standard deviation compared to the external power meter. The standard deviation of the energy reported by the tools is not significant in general which means that the tools are consistent.

For CPU benchmarks, almost all studied tools report similar energy consumption on every benchmark, except Code Carbon and online energy calculators (Green Algorithm, ML CO2 Impact). Code Carbon tends to report power consumption values almost twice as high as other tools based on the same interface for obtaining consumption values (Intel RAPL).

For GPU benchmarks, the differences between tool reports are larger, which is due to a higher difference in sampling frequency (see Table 1). Experiment Impact Tracker has a
higher variability on all benchmarks but especially on the MG benchmark.

For all benchmarks, the online calculators (Green Algorithm, ML CO2 Impact) tend to report energies closer to the external power meters than the tools based on RAPL and NVML, but not on the MG NAS benchmark. This suggests that those calculators work better for constant workloads too, and when the average usage is known.

4) Overhead:

a) Energy overhead: To determine the energy overhead of each tool, we executed the selected benchmarks without any software-based power meter running. We compare the consumption values reported by the external power meter with and without software-based power meters. The energy overheads of each studied tool are mostly insignificant. We obtain an energy overhead under 1% on average with a maximum of around 2% for both CPU and GPU benchmarks. Only Scaphandre (0.85%), Carbon Tracker (0.76%), and Experiment Impact Tracker (0.68%) are, on average, slightly outside the expected range of variation.

b) CPU overhead: In order to determine the overhead in CPU of each software-based power meter, we isolate a node CPU core from the operating system’s task scheduler. Each tool was launched exclusively on that core while we tracked the utilization rate of that core. We were only able to assess the CPU overhead of Scaphandre and PowerAPI since only these two solutions have a daemon that can be assigned to a particular CPU core. All the studied solutions have an almost negligible CPU overhead (under 2%) while operating with default sampling frequencies. The maximal CPU overhead observed for PowerAPI is 3.7% with the maximum supported sampling frequency of 10 Hz. Scaphandre has a higher CPU overhead at the same sampling frequency. At a frequency of 1 Hz, the maximum CPU overhead of Scaphandre is close to 6% while that of PowerAPI is less than 1%. This is most likely due to the fact that Scaphandre is the only solution that performs all estimation calculations on the host machine.

5) Maximum supported sampling frequency: PowerAPI, Scaphandre, Perf and Energy Scope are the only software-based power meters supporting the configuration of the sampling frequency by the user. For each tool, we started our experiments with the default sampling frequency and gradually increased it until the studied tool stopped giving results, started having cumulative delays, or until the configuration is no longer possible.

Among the solutions studied, Perf and Energy Scope support the highest maximum sampling frequencies. Energy Scope reports values without any issues with the frequency up to 50Hz. Perf supports 1000 Hz, but according to the official manual page [53], using such a high sampling frequency can severely impact tool overhead. PowerAPI is able to give online (or real-time) energy consumption values for a single process at 10 Hz. Additionally increasing the sampling frequency leads to delays in its estimates. Scaphandre supports 0.5 Hz at the highest, after which it stops returning values. The maximum sampling frequency seems to depend on the used exporter. We tested the Stdout and JSON exporters and they give estimates with a frequency of up to 1Hz.

B. Computing node components consumption

Power API [40], Scaphandre [41], Perf [46], and Energy Scope [42] have an additional feature to provide us with power profiles of the following components of the computing node: CPU, DRAM, and GPU (only for Energy Scope).

Fig. 3b and Fig. 3a show the power profiles for every CPUs, DRAMs and GPUs as provided by the above-mentioned software. The CPU benchmark power profiles are highly similar. The differences in the power profiles are due to different sampling frequencies. We can also mention that the DRAM consumption reported by each tool seems to reflect the actual DRAM usage by each benchmark. For memory-intensive benchmarks such as LU and MG, we see the change in DRAM consumption reports while the benchmark is running. Whereas, for the EP benchmark which uses no memory, the DRAM consumption data remain unchanged.

The GPU benchmark profiles confirm that the benchmarks are GPU intensive, except for MG which has a phase when only the CPU and the DRAM are working. Within this phase, the intensity in memory seems to prevent the GPUs from working at maximum utilization.

C. Application process consumption

The only tools supporting power estimation at individual process granularity are PowerAPI and Scaphandre. PowerAPI uses the performance event-based regression modeling described in Section II-A4b while Scaphandre uses the usage-based process-level modeling described in Section II-A4b.
differences in how each solution estimates consumption at the process level.

We first compare the power profiles and power consumption values reported by the tools for a single process. Then, we evaluate how each tool estimates multiple processes in parallel.

1) Single process: PowerAPI is able to estimate the CPU and DRAM components consumption, while Scaphandre can only estimate the CPU consumption per process. Each software-based power meter gives a similar power profile of the CPU part of the process. However, PowerAPI has a higher sample frequency and its power profile seems to better reflect the actual consumption of a process. As expected, the CPU and DRAM power profiles of the benchmark processes reported by both tools are almost equal to those of the RAPL profiles.

2) Parallel processes:

a) Identical benchmarks: First, we study two identical MG benchmarks executed in parallel. PowerAPI and Scaphandre give similar consumption estimates for both benchmarks. For both tools, the sum of the two process CPU energy estimates appears to be equal to the total CPU consumption. The DRAM consumption values reported by PowerAPI also seem consistent, as the sum is also equal to the total DRAM values. We conducted the same experiments with two LU and EP NAS benchmarks launched in parallel and we obtained similar results. PowerAPI and Scaphandre process-level estimates are consistent with each other while executing identical benchmarks in parallel.

b) Different benchmarks: We conducted experiments to evaluate how the studied tools are able to estimate the power of non-identical benchmarks running in parallel that solicit different components of a computing node.

We started by executing EP and LU benchmarks in parallel, one being CPU-intensive and the other both CPU and memory-intensive. The power profile given by PowerAPI can be seen in Fig. 4a. The DRAM estimation given by PowerAPI doesn’t seem consistent as it doesn’t begin from the start of the benchmark run and gives non-zero values for the EP benchmark. Moreover, in this experiment, PowerAPI overestimates the CPU consumption of the LU benchmark after the end of the EP benchmark (90 seconds mark). PowerAPI’s CPU estimates are even higher than the total consumption retrieved from RAPL. Scaphandre gives more stable estimations and its power profile follows the expected evolution. For clarity reasons, we have decided not to present it in the figure.

We also executed IS and MG benchmarks in parallel, both being memory-intensive while performing non-identical memory operations. The CPU power profile given by PowerAPI and Scaphandre during this experiment can be seen in Fig. 4b. Both tools report stable values, but their estimates are not exactly the same. When two benchmarks run in parallel (at the 30-second mark), PowerAPI estimates that the MG benchmark consumes more than the IS benchmark while Scaphandre gives the opposite estimate.

In conclusion, we have found that while estimations are coherent in most situations, estimates can also highly differ. We cannot conclude which estimation algorithm gave the best estimate because we have no reference.

3) Maximum number of simultaneously profiled processes: The maximum number of simultaneously profiled processes can be defined as the maximum number of processes for which each software-based power meter gives consistent power estimates without any significant delay. To find this number empirically, we gradually increase the number of processes in parallel until the studied tool stops giving results, reports inconsistent results, or starts to have cumulative delays.

We observed that PowerAPI was able to correctly estimate 4 parallel processes. Starting from 5 parallel processes, issues with the estimated values were noticed and PowerAPI completely failed to estimate 6 benchmarks running in parallel with very few returned values. Scaphandre managed to estimate more than 100 processes launched in parallel.

The difference in the number of processes estimated simultaneously between PowerAPI and Scaphandre seems to be due to the fact that Scaphandre uses a much simpler algorithm to
estimate consumption per process. As the number of processes estimated simultaneously by PowerAPI seemed abnormally low to us, we communicated our results to the PowerAPI developers. The PowerAPI team recognized this issue and provided us with a new version of SmartWatts (v0.9.2). We found that the new version is able to estimate nearly 18 processes simultaneously online without any delay.

VI. LESSONS LEARNED

Goals in measuring the power or the energy can be numerous. We identify a few scenarios and give recommendations on which tool to select based on our study.

When the objective is to reduce the amount of energy needed to execute a workload, any energy calculator, energy measurement software package, Energy Scope, or Perf can be used since they all report the energy. We have found that the energy calculators Green Algorithm and ML CO2 Impact can give very good estimations on the conditions of having a constant workload and an in-depth knowledge of the execution (duration and average usage). There is no guarantee of the quality of the estimation. The three energy measurement Python libraries are highly similar in their energy reports. Code Carbon has the lowest offset in all experiments. Carbon Tracker computes the energy on the fly to be able to make predictions on the whole program. It is also well documented in our opinion. Experiment Impact Tracker has higher variability in the estimations. Energy Scope and Perf additionally provide the user with a power profile and can be used with any workload as long as it is executed in a Linux environment. Unfortunately, Energy Scope is not open-source at this time. Perf is a command line tool that can be installed through the default package manager on most Linux systems and used without further configuration.

If one wants to monitor power consumption in real time, PowerAPI, Scaphandre and Perf are the only available choices.

No software-based power meter allows one to exactly measure the complete energy or the power consumed by the computing node while executing a workload, as we have shown that the relationship between the external power meter and the tool power is not constant.

Readers could also be interested in monitoring cloud services, for which process-level estimation is required. We have seen that both PowerAPI and Scaphandre have this functionality. They mostly give similar results for process-level estimation with a slight discrepancy when estimating multiple RAM-intensive processes running in parallel. Scaphandre is able to estimate more processes running in parallel and it has a less complicated and more intuitive setup process for working in a virtualized environment.

Whether the workload to study is a long-running job or short execution is of importance. Monitoring short executions demand a high sampling frequency. Energy Scope and Perf have the highest maximum sampling frequencies. PowerAPI, Perf, and Scaphandre allow the configuration of the sampling frequency, with Perf and PowerAPI having the more extensive available ranges.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a comparison of nine software-based power meters: Carbon Tracker [37], Code Carbon [38], Energy Scope [42], Experiment Impact Tracker [39], Perf [46], Power API [40], Green Algorithms [36], ML CO2 Impact [35], and Scaphandre [41]. We detail the existing methods to measure or estimate the energy consumption of a computing node or an application execution. Then we present and compare the selected tools qualitatively. An experimental study investigates the quality of the power profiles and the energy estimations under computation and/or memory-intensive benchmarks. Those experiments allow us to evaluate other characteristics of the software-based power meters, such as their overhead, the maximum sampling frequency, and the maximum number of processes they support. We experimentally validate the consistency of the power or energy consumption reported by the software-based power meters by comparing them with high-performance external power meters. We find that the profiles are highly correlated. We show and explain why the offset between the external power meter and the software-based power meters is significant and not constant. We have found that the software-based power meters based on Intel RAPL and Nvidia NVML can be used to estimate consumption at a fine granularity with low overhead. All studied tools give relatively similar consumption values. The main differences between them are the supported sampling frequencies, the user-friendliness, the environment in which they can be used, and the ability to estimate the power at various granularities.

For future work, we plan to conduct experiments on another type of computing node to generalize our results. We also plan to evaluate software-based power meters while running another set of workloads, for example, machine learning algorithms or cloud workloads.
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B. Replicate experiments

1) Request access to the Grid’5000 testbed: To get access to the testbed, one needs to ask for an account using the OpenAccess program. To do so, please fill out the following form: https://www.grid5000.fr/w/Special/G5KRequestAccountUMS/openaccess

Please specify in the "Intended usage" section that this demand is for a conference review. The authors of this work are not maintainers of the testbed and will not have access to your information.

Once you have access to the testbed, please read the (Getting started) tutorial to have a basic understanding of the platform.

2) Compilation and execution environment: Our framework was fully tested on the Gemini cluster of the Grid’5000 testbed, as described in the Methodology section.

To replicate experiments for both GPU and CPU benchmarks, please follow the steps described in the corresponding README.md files.

C. Outputs

For each experiment, we gather environment description (duration, number of GPU/CPU, etc.) and energy measurement metrics as reported by selected tools and the power meters (BMC, Omega Watt). The output of all experiments can be found in the result folders. Its structure is described in the respective README.md files of the provided artifact.

The artifact contains the result data from ten experiments for each tool and benchmark we selected. Experiments were also conducted without a software-based power meter to study their overhead.

To compare the software-based power meters on the various benchmarks, we study the following metrics:

- Power profiles reported: We visualize the relative evolution of power as reported by the tools and the external power meters.
- Total energy consumed per benchmark: We study the differences between the tool reports.
- Correlation with the external power meter: We study the correlation between the values given by each tool and the values reported by the external power meter.
- Offset: We investigate the relationship between the power time series as reported by the external power meters and the tools.
- Energy overhead: We compare the total energy consumed by the benchmarks (as reported by the external power meter) with and without the tools monitoring the executions.

APPENDIX A
ARTIFACT DESCRIPTION

This section describes the framework that automates measuring benchmarks’ power and energy consumption with various software-based power meters. It also automatically retrieves and processes the results and proposes Jupyter notebooks to visualize them and study metrics. The repository also contains the result data used in this work.

A. Framework description

The experiments supporting this work were conducted thanks to the code available in the following repositories:

- Persistent identifier: https://hal.inria.fr/hal-03974900

The artifact is divided between the CPU benchmarks and the GPU benchmarks. Mathilde Jay developed the framework for the GPU benchmarks while Vladimir Ostapenko was in charge of the CPU benchmark experiments. More details on the functionality and instructions of both parts can be found in the corresponding folders.

The project is developed mainly in Python, for the collection of environment information, the management of the databases, and the process of the results. Scripts in Bash are used to compile and execute the benchmarks. Jupyter notebooks with Python code are used to visualize results and create figures.

B. Replicate experiments

1) Request access to the Grid’5000 testbed: To get access to the testbed, one needs to ask for an account using the OpenAccess program. To do so, please fill out the following form: https://www.grid5000.fr/w/Special/G5KRequestAccountUMS/openaccess

Please specify in the "Intended usage" section that this demand is for a conference review. The authors of this work are not maintainers of the testbed and will not have access to your information.

Once you have access to the testbed, please read the (Getting started) tutorial to have a basic understanding of the platform.

2) Compilation and execution environment: Our framework was fully tested on the Gemini cluster of the Grid’5000 testbed, as described in the Methodology section.

To replicate experiments for both GPU and CPU benchmarks, please follow the steps described in the corresponding README.md files.

C. Outputs

For each experiment, we gather environment description (duration, number of GPU/CPU, etc.) and energy measurement metrics as reported by selected tools and the power meters (BMC, Omega Watt). The output of all experiments can be found in the result folders. Its structure is described in the respective README.md files of the provided artifact.

The artifact contains the result data from ten experiments for each tool and benchmark we selected. Experiments were also conducted without a software-based power meter to study their overhead.

To compare the software-based power meters on the various benchmarks, we study the following metrics:

- Power profiles reported: We visualize the relative evolution of power as reported by the tools and the external power meters.
- Total energy consumed per benchmark: We study the differences between the tool reports.
- Correlation with the external power meter: We study the correlation between the values given by each tool and the values reported by the external power meter.
- Offset: We investigate the relationship between the power time series as reported by the external power meters and the tools.
- Energy overhead: We compare the total energy consumed by the benchmarks (as reported by the external power meter) with and without the tools monitoring the executions.
• CPU overhead: We study the CPU overhead of PowerAPI and Scaphandre by running each solution with different sampling frequency configurations on an isolated CPU core and by tracking the utilization rate of that core.
• Consumption reported at the process level: We study how PowerAPI and Scaphandre estimate consumption at the application process level.
• Maximum sampling frequency supported by each solution.
• Maximum simultaneous processes supported by each solution.
• Total energy consumed by the project: We computed the total energy consumed by our experiments (test and production), from the power reported by the external power meter.

Each metric is associated with a Jupyter notebook, as described in the respective README.md files for CPU and GPU benchmarks.

D. Estimated time of all the compilation and run steps

Opening a Grid’5000 account can take a few hours as a manager of the testbed needs to verify the demand and grant access. Reserving the node and building the environment can take up to ten minutes. The compilation steps last less than one second per benchmark application. The duration of the experiments corresponds to the duration of the given benchmark, with a slight time overhead due to the installation and configuration of the given measurement tool. Processing the outputs and visualizing the results requires a few minutes.

In total, testing the code takes less than an hour. Replicating all results requires up to twenty hours.

E. Disclaimer

Energy Scope is not open source and not publicly available. Thus it is not provided and the experiments for Energy Scope are not reproducible at the moment.

F. License

The artifact described in this section is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International (CC BY-SA 4.0) License.